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A Map to the
Avenues of Acquisition
Are you thinking of diversifying assets into cash-machines that pay more than traditional
investments? Real estate investing can be a lucrative business opportunity. Purchasing
property with the intent to rent provides a welcome second income while flipping
properties can provide some massive cash injections along the way. Once you have
decided that investing in real estate is right for you, the questions then become, where
do you find the best deals on investment properties and what strategy fits your specific
needs? Welcome, to the Avenues of Acquisitions guide!
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Finding
Investment
Properties
There are several ways to find
investment properties; each has
benefits and difficulties. One category
might be better than another, depending
on the way you prefer to do business. Here
are some options to help you get started:

REALTORS:
Partnering with a realtor is probably the most familiar route to real estate investing.
Realtors earn a commission from selling properties and they know the best way to find
properties through the MLS (Multiple Listing Service). Distressed properties typically have
motivated sellers and realtors are happy to sell these properties to investors. However,
obtaining these properties at enough of a discount to make a substantial profit, is rare.
The MLS is an open retail market with properties typically being sold to the highest offer.
Not to mention, you will be competing with retail buyers that are looking for a home
to move their families into, so they are willing to pay more, sometimes above market.
These individuals are who you want to sell your finished project to, not compete against
when buying. So what is the benefit of using realtors and shopping the MLS? If and when
you do actually snag a property at the right price, you will generally take a considerably
lower amount of risk. The earnest money you put down will be refundable during your
option period which will give you an opportunity to inspect the property and walk away
at any point without forfeiting anything beyond your time and the costs of inspections.
Due to the competitive nature of the MLS market this avenue is advisable mainly to new
investors that have lots of time and are open to a lower risk, lower reward proposition.
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IF you choose to shop the MLS market with a realtor and want to maximize your potential
profit it’s crucial that you focus your attention on motivated sellers and your ability to
close quickly. Motivated sellers have many reasons for selling the property quickly. If you
are a cash buyer, you may have leverage to get a better deal than a typical mortgage
buyer. But of course we all know that cash is king, and having cash in hand during a
negotiation can allow for you to negotiate a much better deal for yourself. Keep in mind
on the MLS the seller is often selecting from many offers that are submitted at the same
time and you want yours to look as attractive as possible. You will likely not be offering a
price as high as the retail buyers but what you can offer is speed and assurance.
The same goes for a bank foreclosure; the bank wants to get this dead asset off their
books and make back the money that it might have lost. Making a cash offer can
be profitable for both parties, meaning you are more likely to close and not run into
any inspection issues. Buying with cash can be
done by either literally paying cash, or
by leveraging a hard money loan,
which works as a cash-alternative
since it can close in just seven
days and have little to no
loan

contingencies

that

could delay a closing.
However, if you make an
offer

that

is

dependent

on a 30 to 45 day close, a
motivated seller will likely
reject your terms. They may
want to get out from under
the

property

generally

do

quickly.
not

Banks

provide

fast

financing, and typically are riddled
with contingencies, which is why hard
money is becoming an ever-increasing
choice of most seasoned investors looking
to close more deals through leverage.
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PROFESSIONAL ACQUISITION COMPANIES (AKA Wholesalers):
Professional acquisition companies specialize in distressed properties however they
only do business with professional and semi-professional real estate investors rather
than those looking for personal family homes. The properties they offer can typically
be purchased at a consistent discount, while saving a considerable amount of time
as well. All of these properties are offered through one seller and you generally won’t
have the headache of placing hundreds of bids in the open market and waiting to see
which ones are accepted or declined. As almost every seasoned investor will tell you,
spending your days searching through MLS listed properties becomes a huge strain
on your time and can yield little result. Since these companies tend to operate on a
volume level, they usually rely heavily upon repeat business and buyer relationships
similar to the way a wholesale business would. They are selling a product to a business
(rehabber) that will make improvements (rehab) and resell it in the retail space (MLS).
So if the product is not sold at a wholesale price low enough to allow you to make a
retail profit they will eventually go out of business with their customers. Due to their
size and exposure in the industry, acquisition companies can usually offer a wide array
of resources and contacts to help investors achieve success after the sale. They will
almost always have references for proven property managers, general contractors, and
hard money lenders. Acquisition Companies are generally licensed real estate brokers
too, so they are subject to the oversight of state regulatory bodies and are typically
much more reliable and professional than your standard flipper or wholesaler.
The nature an acquisition company’s wholesale relationship with their customers
requires set pricing on their properties. This is a huge advantage as it means you will
not be submitting hundreds of offers and buying in a competitive bidding environment.
Properties are simply sold on a first come, first serve basis. One of the challenging aspects
of this dynamic for newer investors is that a property may only be available for a short
time, perhaps less than 24 hours. Also, do not expect an option period for inspections,
any contingencies whatsoever regarding financing, or any real flexibility on the required
closing date, although you can expect them to guarantee clear and marketable title to
the property. They will request a down payment at the time of contracting usually in
the realm of $3,000-10,000 to ensure you are the genuine buyer and not simply trying
to flip the property to another investor at a higher price. The down payment is always
refundable in the event of title issues and other major circumstances regarding the
property.
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Acquisition companies can provide a great source of properties for both new and
seasoned investors alike, however due to the speed at which these companies operate
this avenue is only recommended for serious investors which are certain they want to
be involved in real estate and can make quick and decisive decisions.

The Auction On
The Courthouse Steps
With this type of real estate investment, homes in foreclosure are auctioned off at the
courthouse.
Foreclosure is the multiple step process of a lender seizing the property due to default.
The process begins with a pre-foreclosure which is the point after the mortgage first
goes into default and the lender begins the legal process of filing with the courts.
Once the paperwork has begun, the lender is required to place a legal notice publicly
announcing the impending foreclosure for a specific period of time, varying on the
location of the property. This is generally where you would want to start your search
and begin researching the property, as just showing up to auction without any research
could result in a financial death sentence.
Now that the legally-required steps and processes have been completed, the lender
will place the property up for public sale at the courthouse auction. How long that
process takes is up to each individual state, so researching your local laws are going to
be imperative to not missing the window of opportunity. Please note that the auctions
must take place in the county of where the property is located.
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Once at the auction, you can begin bidding on the property(ies) that you have been
researching. Just remember that when you come, you must come with certified funds
such as cashier’s checks. Unlike a normal real estate transaction, these properties must
be paid for in full on the spot.
If the property does not sell at auction to a third party it will be considered purchased by
the lender and will be dubbed REO (real estate owned) on their books. It will likely later
be sent to an asset manager and then to a local real estate agent that is approved to list
the banks foreclosures on the MLS.
If you do decide to purchase an auction property, please note that although you might
get a great property at a low rate, that you do run additional risks. Getting into bidding
wars that run the price above market because the buyers are poorly informed is common.
Getting a property that has severe and significant damage because you have not had
access to the interior of the property until after the sale is also common. Unforeseen title
issues and owners that won’t vacate without legal action, are more risks that can eat your
could-be profit and leave you with a legendary money-pit.
As always, do your research to determine if this course of action is right for you, but
typically it should not be attempted by a new investor.

Flippers
There generally is a large handful of flippers in every market. These individuals are also
referred to in the industry as property wholesalers. They generate leads through various
marketing efforts such as letter campaigns, Internet websites, mass emails, etc. Flippers
specialize in locating motivated sellers that are in pre-foreclosure or other desperate
situations.
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Their goal is to contract the property and assign the contract to a real estate investor for a
marginal fee. The real estate investor will be the end buyer for the property and the flipper
will collect an assignment fee at closing. Most flippers are usually small professionals who
offer just a handful of real estate opportunities per year and generally work from a home
office. Like realtors their levels of professionalism and integrity range largely from one
to the next. Unlike realtors they usually do not carry a real estate license so they are not
subject to the same state supervised obligations. For the most part flippers are honest
and professional individuals. Although just to be on the safe side, before you decide to
contract a home from a flipper, it’s good practice to make sure you review the basics of
the transaction such as the true after repair value of the deal and the contract. “Trust but
verify”, is generally good advice when dealing with flippers. Always get a title insurance
policy and a signed seller’s disclosure.

Hard Money Lenders
Hard Money lenders are looking for your business just as much as you are for theirs. Not
only do they provide “cash-alternative” funding, but typically they have some partnerships
or affiliations with acquisition companies, real estate agents, and flippers can all help
point you in the right direction when looking for an investment property.
Once you think that you have found your next investment home, you are going to need
appropriate funding that will not only get you more leverage at the negotiation table,
but will close quickly, so the seller is more likely to “cash-in” on your offer.
Cash is king when it comes to real estate investing and a hard money lender is like money
in the bank. Here are a couple of tips to get you the funding you need to negotiate the
perfect deal:
Be organized and professional: Prove to your lender that the deal you have is worthwhile
and profitable. Include a detailed expense report on how you are going to go about your
rehab. This is especially important when financing repairs into your project. Showing that
you are organized in your planning will give the lender more confidence in your ability
to manage the rehab successfully. Additionally, not being organized with your financial
information can delay the process of getting the loan and make it to where you lose the
deal to another, more organized buyer.
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Collateral: No matter what the TV gurus and radio investors preach to the congregation,
you cannot flip a house for free. In order to get a loan from a reputable lender and be
successful at your rehab, you will have to be prepared to put money into the deal. The
down-payment will typically be 10-20% of the project and ongoing costs will also be
required after closing. Investors that attempt to flip a home with no money or income
are putting themselves in into a potentially dangerous situation. Cash for carrying costs,
unforeseen repairs, and other contingencies is a crucial component of running a real
estate business. An investor with no cash assets would be frozen and unable to move
forward if the smallest of unforeseen circumstances were to unfold.
Follow Through: If your lender asks for something, provide it as soon as possible. If they
call you, return it immediately. This also goes both ways as a sign of a good lender is one
that has open communication with you. After all real estate is a business and should
be treated as such. Following through with your actions will create and build a strong
reputation that you are someone who can be trusted. Finish your project the way you
promise and it will convince the lender it is safe and in their best interest to provide you
future loans. Think of your lender as an investor in your business and treat them as such.

Conclusion
When you venture into real estate investment you want to buy the right property for a
discounted price to ensure you make a profit. As you see here there are several different
methods of investing in real estate. Take advantage of these deals. If you have a hard
time financing property through traditional methods, take advantage of hard money
lenders who have competitive interest rates that can give you the buyer’s edge.

We wish you well on your journey to acquiring your flip property!
Once you have found the property, Sherman Bridge Lending can give you
the money you need to purchase within 10 days!

GET PRE-QUALIFIED IN 30 SECONDS WITH NO CREDIT CHECK!

If you have any questions, you can reach us at ShermanBridge.com
Call us: (866) 912-0622 ∙ Email us: info@shermanbridge.com
Find us: 4600 Fuller Dr., Suite 200B Irving, TX 75038
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